
&columnA=Nazis 

&A1=This book was written by Hitler while he was in prison. 

&A2=Paul Ogozow was Nazi Germany's first one of these; interestingly, he was almost ignored by the 

police. 

&A3=The Diabolical Thesis argued this about gypsy children. 

&A4=This political ideology, focusing on the glory of the state, is the core principle of Nazism. 

&A5=This act, passed in response to the Reichstag fire, gave Hitler control over Germany. 

&columnB=Decision Making 

&B1=Chamberlain signed this controversial agreement and stated that he had brought "peace in our 

time" 

&B2=Hitler made this controversial decision that left his troops fighting wars on two fronts 

&B3=The Canadians and British invaded this beach without proper reconnaissance, leading to an 

absolute slaughter of Allied troops. 

&B4=Despite knowing that this church would be bombed, Winston Churchill did nothing to stop it, 

resulting in the deaths of over 500 women and children. 

&B5=Despite some historians saying the war would have ended shortly after, the Allies still firebombed 

this city (2 acceptable answers) 

&columnC=Music Culture 

&C1=Every modern artist should send a cheque to the family of this man, who was one of the founders 

of the Delta blues. 

&C2=This legendary performer may seem tame by today's standards, but his hip-shaking ways left 

American parents and authorities all shook up. 

&C3=Legend has it that this performer brought the patrons of a New York club to tears, thus launching 

her music career. 

&C4=Besides being arguably the greatest band of all time, this quartet from Liverpool is also credited 

with integrating classical music, editing, and international sounds into pop music. 

&C5=This city is the birthplace of Rap and Punk, two of the most influential genres of the last 20 years. 

&columnD=Terms 

&D1=This term refers to the sort of evil that results from mindless, amoral bureaucracy. 

&D2=Schreibtischtäter is a German term used to describe those who commit murders from behind one 

of these. 

&D3=This is the term given for restricting the amount of goods people can buy 



&D4=This is term is used to describe conflict that engages all parts of a society. 

&D5=This term, used to describe Stalin, demonstrates how leaders don't always need to be charismatic 

to be successful. 

&columnE=WW II 

&E1=This man hoped that signing the Munich Agreement would guarantee peace; he was wrong. 

&E2=This period is used to describe the time period that followed the declaration of war, but did not 

feature direct combat between the Allies and the Axis. 

&E3=This is the name used by Nazi Germany for the attack on the USSR. 

&E4=Advancements in technology made this kind of bombing, used on highly populated areas, possible. 

&E5=This policy was used by Soviet troops to deny German forces food and other important resources. 

&columnF=Treaty 

&F1=This was the year the Treaty of Versailles was signed. 

&F2=Woodrow Wilson authored these, which were intended to ensure that the nations of the world 

would find peaceful solutions to conflict. 

&F3=These were the two territories surrendered by Germany in the Treaty 

&F4=These were the Big Four nations who essentially wrote the Treaty of Versailles. 

&F5=This clause angered Hitler tremendously, and was one of his main focuses in his rise to power. 


